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 DESTINY HOPE FOUNDATION 

Destiny Hope Foundation (DHF) is a non-governmental organization operating in Tanzania helping friends in 

need since 2019 and become full registed under Tanzania ministry of home affairs in 2022. The primary 

objectives of the organization include provision of environmental conservation education to communities and 

planting trees (agroforestry) in rural area affected by deforestation, provisions of education aid for destitute 

children and school supplies in rural schools, women self-employment programs, health services, clean and 

safe water and humanitarian aid to communities during adversities. 

VISION (GOAL) STATEMENT: - We envision a future where a Tanzanian community are well informed 

and educated, environmentally conserved, economically empowered, good healthy and progressively achieve 

sustainable development goals. 

MISSION STATEMENT: - Our mission is to enhance the quality of life of Tanzanian communities through 
education, economic empowerment, health and environmental conservation and implementing programs that 
accelerate social economic improvements and positive change in the livelihoods of members of the 
community. 

PROJECTS ON PROGRESS 

TREE PLANTING 

Due to the rapidly increased of human populations, it has resulted into demand of more land for cultivations, 

house construction and wood as the source of cooking fuel. Focus on this demand, the cutting down of trees to 

provide room for constructions and other domestic uses does not put in consideration of replacing of trees 

through replanting, where currently it has lead the area in drought and uncomfortable climatic weather which 

may become the threats in the near future as it will increase the green houses gases in the atmosphere and 

hence affect directly the human and other living organism. It is with this situations raise the need to undertake 

this project within Meru district since 2019 where each year we do plant trees by distributing to the villagers 

in order to minimizing / reducing degradation of forest but also as their later pension in the future.  
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We welcome well-wishers to join hands with us so we can produce better cooking stoves in order to save our 
forest.  

WATER PROJECT  

Safety water is not yet accessed by many people in Tanzania. Shortage of water add more time to women 

whereby half of working hours are used only for searching for water several kilometers away. Effect affects 

whole members of the family especially schools children who need bathing and early breakfast before going 

to school. Most family activities that children participate includes fetching of water after school hours which 

search several kilometers away and arrive home very late evening very exhausted where  cannot find more 

time for school work at home rather than sleeping .This problem has been reported as the major problem 

hindering the children performance in schools. Destiny Hope Foundation strived to some extent to eliminate 

the problem in only two villages by providing safe water in order to reduce the problems. We helped to build 

a water project for two villages by digging a water well of well of 25meters deep and currently we are using 

diesel engine to pump water to the reserve tanks which feed the communities. The second water well is drilled 

with heavy machine which will provide plenty of water to communities throughout the year  
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GENERAL HEALTH (Response to Pandemic) 

Since December 2019, the issues of Covid 19 reported globally as problem facing the world where in 

Tanzania, the first cases reported on 16th March 2020. Destiny Hope Foundation were highly concerned and 

managed to reach old people age class in Mareu village and Sakila village for pandemic awareness 

presentation and distribution of hand washes to more than 600 households. 

    
 
FOOD RELIEF   

A basic daily requirement but elusive and inadequate to many living in the rural areas and dry arid nomadic 

regions, this challenge is compounded with the fact that some of the rural areas are ravaged by long drought 

and climatic change. This cycle leads to severe hunger and malnutrition to children.  

Destiny Hope Foundation helps through well-wishers to eliminate the problem by providing food relief 

such as beans, rice, cooking oil and maize flour in rural areas where it has serves 8tons of dried maize to 

hunger victims. As situation is currently affecting many communities, Destiny Hope Foundation requests 

for generously support from you to help keep the situations of the victims in good and healthy and fight 

against malnutrition. 
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EDUCATION SUPPORT   
 

The need for children’s education is high across the region, economic limitations and currently Covid 19 

economic effects have increased the number of children not to have basic school supplies such as good school 

uniforms, text books, exercise books, pens, school fees and food contribution fees. Destiny Hope Foundation 

plays a very low position in helping children in schools due to the fact that we don’t have any donors who 

stands with us in carrying out the mission. If this could happen that we found the organization partners 
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/individuals to support, we will be able to meet the basic necessities for children education needs hence 

provide Conducive learning environments for children.  
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EDUCATION MATERIAL REQUESTS 

We do request for used school materials such as computers, chairs, tables and boards to facilitate in our 

schools which they lack completely these learning facilities especially school in the country side. The 

collections will help a lot by providing favorable environment of studying for our students in Africa. 

Some of the materials you can donate: - Computers, chairs, tables, books, office cabins and sports gears. But, 

also the same materials can be donated in terms of funds which can help to buy brand new items in Tanzania 

and supply them to different schools in the country side. 

 

Thank you. 

 

 
 
 
 

------------------------------------------------- 
PENDAELI AMOS MUSANI (Director) 
For and on behalf of Destiny Hope Foundation  
Tel:  +255 76 / Whatsapp +255754743685 
 


